Non-invasive Seizure Localization with Ictal Single-Photon Emission Computed Tomography is Impacted by Preictal/Early Ictal Network Dynamics.
More than one third of children with epilepsy have medically intractable seizures. Promising therapies, including targeted neurostimulation and surgery, depend on accurate localization of the epileptogenic zone. Ictal perfusion Single-Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) can localize the seizure focus noninvasively, with comparable accuracy to that of invasive EEG. However, multiple factors including seizure dynamics may affect its spatial specificity. Using subtracted ictal from interictal SPECT and scalp EEG from 118 pediatric epilepsy patients (40 of whom had surgery after the SPECT studies), information theoretic measures of association and advanced statistical models, this study investigated the impact of preictal and ictal brain network dynamics on SPECT focality. Network dynamics significantly impacted the SPECT localization ~30 s before to ~45 s following ictal onset. Distributed early ictal connectivity changes, indicative of a rapidly evolving seizure, were negatively associated with SPECT focality. Spatially localized connectivity changes later in the seizure, indicating slower seizure propagation, were positively associated with SPECT focality. In the first ~60 s of the seizure, significantly higher network connectivity was estimated in an area overlapping with the area of hyperperfusion. Finally, ~75% of patients with Engel class 1a/1b outcomes had SPECTs that were concordant with the resected area. Slowly evolving seizures are more likely to be accurately imaged with SPECT, and the identified focus may overlap with brain regions where significant topological changes occur. Measures of preictal/early ictal network dynamics may help optimize the SPECT localization, leading to improved surgical and neurostimulation outcomes in refractory epilepsy.